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Our Price $9,995
Retail Value $11,995

Specifications:

Year:  2012  

VIN:  JN8AS5MT1CW290917  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  H440661A  

Model/Trim:  Rogue SV  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  Graphite Blue  

Engine:  2.5L I4 170hp 175ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  112,253  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 23 / Highway 28

**Discover the Perfect Blend of Style and Performance with the 2012
Nissan Rogue SV!**

Step into a world where elegance meets efficiency with our stunning
2012 Nissan Rogue SV. Coated in a mesmerizing blue exterior, this
exceptional SUV is a true head-turner on any road. With a modest
mileage of just 112,253 miles, this Rogue has been meticulously
maintained to deliver the reliability and performance you deserve.

The heart of this Nissan Rogue is its robust 2.5L I4 engine, producing a
lively 170 horsepower and 175 ft. lbs. of torque. Paired with a smooth
and intelligent CVT transmission, you'll enjoy a seamless driving
experience whether you're navigating through city streets or cruising on
the highway. This powertrain not only offers an exhilarating drive but
also maintains excellent fuel efficiency, keeping your adventures going
longer.

Inside, the cabin welcomes you with a sleek black interior that exudes
sophistication. The seats are designed with both comfort and style in
mind, ensuring that every journey is a pleasure. The air filtration system
ensures a clean and fresh atmosphere, while the solar-tinted glass at
the front protects you from harsh sunlight without compromising
visibility.

The Rogue SV doesn't skimp on practical features either. The rear
wiper with intermittent settings and rear privacy glass enhance your
convenience and security. Power windows with safety reverse add an
extra layer of safety, and the tire pressure monitoring system keeps you
informed and prepared. The steel spare wheel is a reliable companion,
ensuring you're never stranded in the event of a flat tire.
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ensuring you're never stranded in the event of a flat tire.

Aesthetics are not an afterthought in this SUV. The rear spoiler adds a
sporty touch, while the body-color front bumper and chrome door
handles and body side moldings accentuate its sleek design. These
details not only create a striking look but also contribute to the vehicle's
aerodynamic efficiency.

For the tech-savvy and music lovers, the Nissan Rogue SV comes
equipped with a premium audio system featuring speed-sensitive
volume control and a radio data system. Enjoy your favorite tunes with
the in-dash CD player supporting MP3 playback, ensuring you have the
perfect soundtrack for every trip.

Safety is paramount, and the Rogue SV is built with that in mind. From
the advanced airbag system to the sturdy frame and active safety
features, you'll have peace of mind knowing that you and your
passengers are protected.

This 2012 Nissan Rogue SV is more than just a vehicle; it's a statement
of style, a commitment to performance, and a sanctuary of comfort.
Don't miss out on the opportunity to make this exceptional SUV yours.
With its combination of features, efficiency, and design, it's poised to be
the perfect companion for your daily commutes, weekend getaways,
and long-haul adventures.

Visit us today to experience the allure of the 2012 Nissan Rogue SV for
yourself. Take the first step towards driving home not just a car, but a
lifestyle. Your journey awaits!
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/02/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Rear vents: second row - Ambient lighting - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Power outlet(s): two 12V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Body side moldings: chrome - Door handle color: chrome - Front bumper color: body-color 

- Rear spoiler: roofline - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass 

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Solar-tinted glass: front

Autosource Hawaii
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Snapshot

2012 NISSAN ROGUE S

Damage reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

31 Service history
records

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Personal
vehicle

112,253 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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